Self-Part Relationship
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Protectors

Self-Part Relationship

Help them
not work
as hard

Honor
&
Appreciate

Feel
Understood
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Unburden
the Exile

Managers
(Proactive)

Fire ghters
(Reactive)
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Common Traits

Protector Traits
Feel
Understood

want to be HEARD
have a ROLE
HAD TO take on this rol
PROTECTING somethin
WORK very hard and barely get to res
FRUSTRATED with result
POLARIZED with other Part
STUCK in tim
don’t know about SELF
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Common Questions
Feel
Understood

What are you concerned about

Honor
&
Appreciate

Building Self-Part Relationship

Check how YOU feel towards the

What would you like to achieve
If what they say makes sense to you, let them kno

How long have you’ve been doing this job for

If you feel any of the 8 C’s, share it with the

What are you afraid would happen if you didn’t do this
job

If they need anything from you, see if it is okay to do it for the

How old do you think I am

If not, acknowledge the concerned part and ask for spac

Anything else
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Common Traits

They want to be HEAR
How do you feel

Q&A

What are you concerned about

Thank You

Is there anything you’d like me to know about you
Anything else
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Common Traits

Common Traits

They have a ROL

They've HAD TO take on this rol

What is your role

Do you like your job or you feel like you just have to do it

What is your goal

Is there something else you’d rather be doing

What would you like to achieve
What do you do to perform this role?
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Common Traits

Common Traits

They are PROTECTING somethin

They WORK very hard and barely get to res
Do you ever get to rest

What are you afraid would happen if you didn’t do this job
Do you feel appreciated
Check if you can nd understanding and appreciation for their hard wor
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Common Traits

Common Traits

They are often FRUSTRATE

They have RELATIONSHIPS with other Part

Are you achieving what you hope for by performing this role

Are there any parts that are worried or uncomfortable with the work you are
doing

How can I help you right now

Are there other parts making your job dif cult
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Common Traits

Common Traits

They are STUCK in the time when they took on the rol

They don’t know about SEL

How old do you think I am

Do you know who I am

How long have you’ve been doing this job for

Check if you’d like to update the part on who you ar

Where did you learn to do this job
What was going on when you took on this role
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